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With “Summer of 19” Kevin Zuber and Maciej Puchalski will release the next Dance/Pop track under 

their project “Pelican” on July 23, 2021. Once again the two producers prove their flair for strong tracks 

in hot times. Even if the summer has already gone a little way, here comes a potential candidate for 

the summer hit 2021 and for the next few years. With their message about carefree partying in 2019, 

they want to express the hope for a return to normalcy. The track impressively conveys what we have 

missed for a long time and what sometimes seems to us from a surreal world. 

 It’s like the summer of 19       

When nights felt like amphetamines 

On our backs, on our feet  

Fell in love to the beat  

We were sparks and gasoline 

 

The special thing about this new song are the Santana-like guitar riffs, which are perfectly combined 

with the modern sound. You haven't heard anything like that before. 

As partners for this project, the Pelican boys have brought “Sherwee” and the talented Danish 

newcomer “Ann Christine” on board.  

The Danish Ann Christine, who now lives in Berlin, is an artist & songwriter with a strong affinity for 

pop music, who combines various electroacoustic genres and influences. Her true trademark is her 

unique and outstanding voice color paired with a passion for bold statements in her texts. 

The Berlin DJ Sherwee first completed an apprenticeship with the Berlin police. At the age of 23 he 

focused more and more on music and produced his first own songs. From this point on, an exciting 

double life began and a balancing act between club nights in Berlin and everyday life as a police officer. 

He is now a resident of the KitKat and has therefore become an integral part of the events of the Berlin 

scene club. Sherwee's first releases are already on big labels like 1st Strike / Universal Music, 

Wanderlust by Pretty Pink and Hexagon by Don Diablo. Now he continues his story with Pelican. 
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